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Fiscal stimulus progress and virus concerns drive the markets  

Equity markets were mixed throughout the week, weighed by the lack of progress in fiscal stimulus talks, but 
still managed to post meagre gains. Progress on fiscal stimulus stalled with the Republican Senate Leader 
Mitch McConnell backing a stimulus package of USD500bn, lower than the White house recommendation of 
USD1.8trn and later Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin indicating there were still differences to be 
resolved. On the virus front, while concerns over rising daily infections continued to linger, pause of another 
vaccine trial, this time by Johnsons&Johnsons and also Eli Lilly and Company halting the trial of its therapy 
treatment, added to market apprehension. However, markets received some boost from Pfitzer’s 
announcement late on Friday, signalling that the company had filed for emergency use authorization for its 
vaccine with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) by end of November. Economic data continued to be 
mixed and failed to impact the markets. US retail sales unexpectedly rose in September and preliminary 
figure of October consumer sentiment beat market expectations while US jobless claims disappointed, 
jumping to two month high. In China, exports and imports for September reached new record highs. In terms 
of equity market performance, UK and European equities underperformed the most as rising infection rate 
called for further lockdown restrictions in the region and PM Boris Johnson announced to prepare for a no-
deal Brexit. Emerging market stocks were steady despite dollar strength. The euro and the pound sterling 
weakened versus the dollar. The 10yr UST yield retraced lower from the four month high, amidst the 
uncertainty regarding the fiscal stimulus. Gold prices recorded weekly loss while oil prices ended the week 
almost unchanged.  

   

Election impact to be limited for the bond market 

With less than 20 days to the US elections, global markets continue to remain volatile. More recently, the 
developed market sovereign bond yields, while trading range-bound, have also exhibited volatility. 
However, the primary driver has been the increased market speculation of additional US fiscal stimulus. 
While technically, increased fiscal spending should lead to higher yields, due to the increased government 
borrowing and also accounting for an optimistic growth outlook, the markets still seem to be disregarding 
the main backstop in the form of Fed support. We believe that the upcoming US elections outcome will not 
trigger any major movement in bond yields as the main driver for bond yields will be the growth outlook. 
The previous election was an exception with bond yields jumping, in reaction to Trump’s win at a time when 
the US economy was growing at a steady rate and growth prospects were boosted by Trump’s proposal of 
corporate tax cuts. However, over the course of Trump’s term, bond yields started trending lower, post the 
Fed hikes, with trade tensions driving inflows into safe-haven Treasuries. Irrespective of a blue or red wave 
at the elections, economic uncertainty could continue with the another Covid-19 infections wave building up 
in the US and whether it is Biden or Trump winning the election, both the outcomes could witness more 
pressure on trade with China. Having said that, bond yields could see a higher move, mainly a short-term 
reaction, in clean sweep scenario by either Republican or the Democratic party, the former building a risk-
on sentiment while the latter raising the prospects of big-bang stimulus measures. However, any correction 
will be short-lived as long as economic uncertainty driven by Covid-19 restrictions remains. As such, we 
believe that the long-term UST yields will stay lower for longer with the Fed likely to keep rates near zero-
bound until 2023 (US Treasury yields- lower and for longer).      

 

Global markets’ performance snapshot

Index Snapshot (World Indices)  Global Commodities, Currencies and Rates 

Index Latest Weekly % YTD %  Commodity Latest Weekly % YTD % 

S&P 500 3,484 0.2  7.8   ICE Brent USD/bbl 42.9 0.2  -35.0 

Dow Jones 28,606 0.1  0.2  
 

Nymex WTI 
USD/bbl 

40.9 0.7  -33.0 

Nasdaq 11,672 0.8  30.1   Gold USD/t oz 1,899.3 -1.6 25.2  

DAX 12,909 -1.1 -2.6  Silver USD/t oz 24.2 -4.0 35.3  

Nikkei 225 23,627 -0.9 -1.0  Platinum USD/t oz 864.9 -3.1 -10.5 

FTSE 100 5,920 -1.6 -21.5  Copper USD/MT 6,683.5 -0.2 9.3  

Sensex 39,983 -1.3 -3.1  Alluminium 1,840.8 1.7  3.9  

Hang Seng 24,387 1.1  -13.5  Currencies 

Regional Markets (Sunday to Thursday)  EUR USD 1.17 -0.9 4.5  

ADX 4,554 0.9  -10.3  GBP USD 1.29 -0.9 -2.6 

DFM 2,195 -0.9 -20.6  USD JPY 105.40 -0.2 -3.0 

Tadawul 8,554 1.7  2.0   CHF USD 0.91 0.5  5.7  

DSM 9,999 -0.3 -4.1  Rates 

MSM30 3,594 -0.3 -9.7  USD Libor 3m 0.22 -2.6 -88.6 

BHSE 1,478 1.3  -8.2  USD Libor 12m 0.35 -3.6 -83.2 

KWSE 5,735 0.2  -8.7  UAE Eibor 3m 0.44 -3.4 -80.3 

MSCI  UAE Eibor 12m 0.83 3.7  -63.8 

MSCI World 2,436 -0.3 3.5   US 3m Bills 0.09 -2.7 -94.1 

MSCI EM 1,121 0.1  0.8   US 10yr Treasury 0.75 -3.6 -61.1 
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Summary market outlook 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Global Yields 
UST yield retraced lower from their four month high, amidst fiscal stimulus uncertainty. We recommend staying 
overweight duration on US treasuries with long-term rates likely to remain pressed low on Fed’s QE and low 
growth and inflation environment.  

Stress and Risk 
Indicators 

The VIX index jumped with signs of lack of progress in fiscal talks causing further uncertainty. We believe that 
volatility will likely stay elevated given the range of risks on the horizon. This entire episode of the coronavirus 
would be a part of our ‘high volatility’ narrative for 2020 and our risk-barbell positioning. 

Equity Markets  

Local Equity  
Markets 

GCC equity were mixed, DFM underperforming while Saudi stocks were the best performers. We remain 
neutral on GCC equities given stable to higher oil prices and potential for revival in credit growth following the 
interest rate cuts. 

Global Equity Markets 

Equity markets were volatile during the week, but few markets posted marginal returns. UK stocks and 
European equities underperformed the most. EM stocks outperformed their DM counterpart. Whilst we are 
cautious near-term, we are constructive on equities over a 12 month time frame. We remain neutral on equities 
with an overweight on US and underweight EU and EM outside Asia. By sector we prefer IT and 
Communication services. Our preference is for large cap non-cyclical growth with focus of quality. 

Commodities  

Precious Metals 
Precious metal prices recorded losses as dollar strengthened. We remain overweight gold as a risk hedge 
against ongoing political risks. 

Energy 
Oil prices ended the week flat as rising virus cases raised demand concerns. Both Brent and WTI benchmarks 
remained above the USD40/bbl mark. Overall, we believe that oil prices are likely to remain sustained as the 
market is roughly balanced. 

Industrial Metals 
Industrial metal prices rose also on hopes for a global cyclical rebound. Allumium did particularly well while 
copper ended flat. However, we do not recommend industrial metals exposure as China reigns in demand. 

 Currencies  

EURUSD The euro weakened versus the dollar. We expect the euro to remain stable. 

Critical levels 
    

GBPUSD 
The pound sterling lost value against the dollar. We expect the cable to be stable with Pound sterling likely to 
follow the euro rather than USD. 

Critical levels 
    

USDJPY 
JPY ended almost flat against the USD. BoJ yield curve targeting should put continuing downward pressure 
on the yen. 

Critical levels 
    

Note: R2, R1, S2 and S1 refer to Bloomberg calculated weekly technical resistance and support levels. 

  

S2 1.1667 S1 1.1693 R1 1.1745 R2 1.1771 

S2 1.2817 S1 1.2866 R1 1.2963 R2 1.3011 

S2 105.09 S1 105.24 R1 105.50 R2 105.61 
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Forthcoming important economic data/events 

United States 

  Indicator Period Expected Prior Comments 

10/20/2020 Housing Starts MoM Sep 2.40% -5.10% 

Focus will be on the preliminary 
release of Markit Manufacturing 

and Services PMI. 

10/22/2020 Initial Jobless Claims 17-Oct -- -- 

10/22/2020 Continuing Claims 10-Oct -- -- 

10/23/2020 Markit US Manufacturing PMI Oct P -- 53.2 

10/23/2020 Markit US Services PMI Oct P -- 54.6 

Japan  

  Indicator Period Expected Prior Comments 

10/19/2020 Exports YoY Sep -2.00% -14.80% 

Inflation and preliminary PMI 
release will be closely watched. 

10/23/2020 Natl CPI YoY Sep  0.00% 0.20% 

10/23/2020 
Natl CPI Ex Fresh Food, Energy 
YoY Sep -0.10% -0.10% 

10/23/2020 Jibun Bank Japan PMI Mfg Oct P -- 47.7 

10/23/2020 Jibun Bank Japan PMI Services Oct P -- 46.9 

Eurozone   

  Indicator Period Expected Prior Comments 

10/22/2020 Consumer Confidence Oct A -- -13.9 Consumer confidence and 
preliminary PMI release will be the 

main focus. 
10/23/2020 Markit Eurozone Manufacturing PMI Oct P -- 53.7 

10/23/2020 Markit Eurozone Services PMI Oct P -- 48 

United Kingdom    

  Indicator Period Expected Prior Comments 

10/21/2020 CPI YoY Sep -- 0.20% 

Inflation, retail sales and PMI 
release will be closely tracked by the 

market.  

10/21/2020 CPI Core YoY Sep -- 0.90% 

10/21/2020 RPI YoY Sep -- 0.50% 

10/23/2020 Retail Sales Ex Auto Fuel YoY Sep -- 4.30% 

10/23/2020 Markit UK PMI Manufacturing SA Oct P -- 54.1 

10/23/2020 Markit/CIPS UK Services PMI Oct P -- 56.1 

China and India   

  

  Indicator Period Expected Prior Comments 

10/19/2020  GDP YoY (CH) 3Q 5.50% 3.20% 

Attention will be on the 3rd quarter 
release of China GDP and 

September releases of retail sales, 
industrial production and fixed asset 

investment. 

10/19/2020  Industrial Production YoY (CH) Sep 5.80% 5.60% 

10/19/2020 Retail Sales YoY (CH) Sep 1.80% 0.50% 

10/19/2020 Fixed Assets Ex Rural YTD YoY (CH) Sep 0.90% -0.30% 

10/20/2020 1-Year Loan Prime Rate (CH) 20 Oct 3.85% 3.85% 

10/20/2020  5-Year Loan Prime Rate (CH) 20 Oct 4.65% 4.65% 
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All information in this report has been obtained from the following sources except where indicated otherwise: 
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2. Wall Street Journal 

3. RTT News 

4. Reuters 

5. Gulfbase 

6. Zawya 
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ADCB Asset Management Limited (“AAML”), is a member of ADCB Group, licensed by Financial Services Regulatory Authority in Abu 

Dhabi Global Markets under financial services permission number 170036. 

This publication is intended for general information purposes only. It should not be construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation 

to purchase or dispose of any securities or to enter in any transaction or adopt any hedging, trading or investment strategy. Neither this 

publication nor anything contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. Distribution of this publication 

does not oblige ADCB Group to enter into any transaction.  

The content of this publication should not be considered as legal, regulatory, credit, tax or accounting advice. Anyone proposing to rely 

on or use the information contained in the publication should independently verify and check the accuracy, completeness, reliability and 

suitability of the information and should obtain independent and specific advice from appropriate professionals or experts regarding 

information contained in this publication. Investment products are not available to US persons. 

Information and opinions contained herein is are based on various sources, including but not limited to public information, annual reports 

and statistical data that AAML considers accurate and reliable. However, AAML makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy 

or completeness of any statement made in or in connection with this publication and accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any loss 

or damage caused by any act or omission taken as a result of the information contained in this publication. This publication is intended 

for customers who are either retail or professional investors. 

Charts, graphs and related data or information provided in this publication are intended to serve for illustrative purposes only. The 

information contained in this publication is prepared as of a particular date and time and will not reflect subsequent changes in the 

market or changes in any other factors relevant to their determination. All statements as to future matters are not guaranteed to be 

accurate. AAML expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any forward looking statement to reflect new information, events 

or circumstances after the date of this publication or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events.  

ADCB Group does and may at any time solicit or provide commercial banking, investment banking, credit, advisory or other services to 

the companies covered in its publications.  As a result, recipients of this publication should be aware that any or all of foregoing services 

may at time give rise to a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this publication. Opinions expressed herein may differ 

from opinions expressed by other businesses or affiliates of ADCB Group.  

Past performance does not guarantee future results. Investment products are not bank deposits and are not guaranteed by ADCB 

Group. They are subject to investment risk, including possible of loss of principal amount invested. This publication may not be 

reproduced or circulated without ADCB Group written authority. The manner of circulation and distribution may be restricted by law or 

regulation in certain jurisdictions. Persons who come into possession of this document are required to inform themselves of, and to 

observe such restrictions. Any unauthorized use, duplication, or disclosure of this document is prohibited by law and may result in 

prosecution. 


